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When the expressions proposed by Einstein for the components of the

energy-momentum tensor of matter in the state of a perfect fluid are sub-

stituted in the field equations of general relativity, these equations impose

conditions to be satisfied by the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid.

It is the purpose of this paper to give a geometrical characterization of these

continua; to determine the conditions that the world-lines of flow be geo-

desies ; to show that there is a geometry of paths for the space of a perfect

fluid for which the world-lines of flow and of light are paths and that it

is possible to find a space in correspondence with the given space such that

the world-lines of flow and of light of the latter are represented by geo-

desies of the former; to indicate the significance of the cosmological solutions

of Einstein and de Sitter in the general theory; and to determine the radially

symmetric continua of a static fluid for which the spaces have constant

Riemannian curvature.

1. Einstein space of a perfect fluid. Consider a four-dimensional

Riemann space with the fundamental quadratic form

(1.1) ds2 = giJdxidxJ (i,j = 1, 2,3,4)

which is the space-time continuum of matter. We adopt Einstein's hypothesis

that at each point of space (1.1) is reducible to the form

(1.2) ds* = —(dX1f—(dXif — (dXsf-{-(dXi)2,

where the dX* are linear transforms of the dx* with real coefficients.

Adopting the terminology of algebra, we say that at each point the signature

of (1.2) is —2, and thus we say that the signature of (1.1) is —2. As

a consequence we have that the determinant of the gy's is negative, that is

(1.3) 0=|fl,|<O.

* Presented to the Society under a different title, October 27, 1923.
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The field equations of relativity are

(1.4) Bv—^gijB = -kTv-,

where k is a constant, Ty is the energy-momentum tensor, By is the con-

tracted Riemann tensor formed with respect to (1.1) and

(1.5) B = B\ = gVRij,

gü being the cofactor of gy in g divided by g.

If we put

dotj
(1.6) w* = —jj,       Ui = gvu>,

the components of Ty for a perfect fluid, as suggested by Einstein, are

(1.7) Tv- = GUiUj—pgij.

As denned, the u* are the contravariant components of the tangent to the

world-lines of flow of the fluid. The scalar p is the hydrostatic pressure,

and a — p is the density of matter or energy per unit volume.

2.  Ricci's principal directions.   If qn is any root of the determinant

equation

(2.1) \Bq + 99q\ = 0,

the functions X\ defined by

(2.2) (Ri¡ + Qh9ii)ih = 0

are the contravariant components of a Ricci* principal direction of the

space. For any Riemann space of n dimensions, when the roots of (2.1)

are simple, n principal directions are uniquely determined by (2.2), and

any two of these directions at a point are orthogonal. If a root of (2.1)

is multiple, say of order r, and the elementary divisors are simple, the

directions corresponding to this root are linearly expressible in terms of r

mutually orthogonal directions, which are orthogonal also to the directions

corresponding to any other root.  Hence when all the elementary divisors

♦Atti del Reale Istituto Véneto,  vol. 63 (1904), pp. 1233-39;  also, Eisenhart,

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol.8 (1922), p. 24.
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are simple, an orthogonal «-uple of principal directions can be found, their

contravariant components being denoted by An(h,¿= 1,...,«), where h

indicates the direction.   Equation (2.2) may be replaced by

(2.3) By = — 2 Qhfa,ifaj,
h

where

(2.4) h,% = gxjK.

3.  Geometric characterization of the spaces of a perfect fluid.

When we substitute in (2.2) the expression for By from (1.4) and (1.7),

we obtain

(3.1) |ÄaMiw,— gij(çh + YB + kp)\^ = °*

If we take

(3.2) A = w\

and make use of (1.6) and

(3.3) gvuiuJ = u*tii = 1,

which follows from (1.1) and (1.6), we obtain

[k(<r-p)-±B-Qx\uj = 0 0'==1,...,4).

Hence we have

(3.4) Qx=k(<r-p)-±B*

If & are the contravariant components of any vector orthogonal to «*,

that is

(3.5) jtf«'^ = «/*( = 0,

then (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied by

(3.6) Qh = -[jB + kpy

*For this value of p equation (2.1) reduces to \UiUj — <^| = 0, which can readily be

shown to be a consequence of (1.6).
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Since every vector orthogonal to ul satisfies this condition, it follows that

Qn is a triple root of (2.1) and the elementary divisors are simple. Hence

we have the theorem:

In the four-dimensional space-time continuum of a perfect fluid in general

relativity, one of the roots of (2.1) is simple and there is a triple root with

simple elementary divisors; the world-line of flow is the principal direction

determined by the simple root.

Consider, conversely, a Riemann space of four dimensions for which at

each point the linear element is reducible to (1.2) by a real transformation

of the form

(3.7) dX* = a) dxJ (i,j=\,...,A).

Then the quantities erj must be such that at each point

(dX*)2 — ds2 = (a\ aj~gij)dxi dxJ

is of rank 3 and signature 3. Suppose further that (2.1) admits a simple

root q' and a triple root g" with simple elementary divisors. If X\ are

the components of the vector determined by q' and gv- X\ X{ >• 0, then

M< = ¿[/V^g.. X\ X{ are real and satisfy (3.3). In order that ul be the com-

ponents of a velocity vector, it must be possible to obtain a transformation (3.7)

at each point such that in the direction of the vector dX* 4= 0, dX" = 0

(a = 1, 2, 3).   Hence the quantities a] must satisfy also the conditions

uJ a) t 0,    u-i a? = 0 (« = 1,2, 3).

Assuming that these conditions are satisfied, we have from equation (2.3)

2,8,4

Rij =  -QUiUj — q" 2j Ah,i ¿hj
h

i 2,3,4 ,

= (q"—q') ih uj — q" m uj + 24,¡ 4,jj

= (Q"—Q')lUUj—Q"gv:

From this it follows that

(3.8) R = B\ = -(<?'+3 <?"),
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and consequently

(3.9) By-^gijB = (q"-q')uí Uj+ y(?'+ q")9íj.

Comparing this with (1.4) and (1.7), we have

(3.10) «r = y(ç'-A     v = ¿(e'+?").

Hence we have the following theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a Biemann space of four dimen-

sions be the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid is that (i) at each point (1.1)

is reducible to (1.2) by a real linear transformation of the differentials;

(ii) the determinant equation (2.1) admits a simple root and a triple root with

simple elementary divisors; (iii) the components ul of the direction determined

by the simple root and (3.3) are real and are the components of a velocity

vector.

4. World-lines of flow. Einstein chose the left-hand member of

equation (1.4) so that the equation should be consistent with the vanishing

of the divergence of TiJ, that is

(4.1) TVi = 0,

where T^a is a component of the covariant derivative of Tij.   From (1.7)

we have

(4.2) T*> = aieuJ—pgi),

hence (4.1) gives

(4.3) (tfi**),- u> + atéul — 4^r 0* = 0.i i OX

From (3.3) it follows that

(4.4) u¡ u{ = 0.

Multiplying (4.3) by uj and summing for j, we obtain

(4.5) («u^i-^-ju* = 0.

Then (4.3) reduces to

(4.6) g^uI — (gtJ—iéuJ)
ox1 '
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or in other form

where < ., > are the Christoffel symbols of the second kind formed with

respect to (1.1).
5. When the Unes of flow are the curves of parameter a;4.   The

congruence of world-lines of flow is defined by the equations

,_ ... dx1        dx2 dx*
(5.1)

u1 u* u*

If /i(aj1, ..., xl) = a*(i = 1, 2, 3), where the ai are arbitrary constants,

are independent solutions of (5.1) and we change coordinates in accordance

with the equations

(5.2) x'a = f«(x\ ...,x<) (« = 1,2,3),

in terms of the new coordinates the components of the world-lines of flow

are given by

(5.3) ua = 0   (« = 1, 2, 3),       u* = —^.

In terms of these coordinates equation (4.5) becomes

(5-4) ■fr—»*-J7*Yj£—>.
and equations (4.6) reduce to

tfU} = ^^T? (« = 1,2,3),

(5.5)

a (UH?x*M -*"•&-& «=m,m,.

From (5.3) it follows that #« must be positive in order that the third

condition of the theorem of § 3 be satisfied.   Furthermore, in order that
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the curves of parameter a;4 may be world-lines of flow, it is necessary that

at each point there exist a transformation

(5.6)
dXi = a\ dxi

dX? = aK dxa

(¿=1,2,3,4),

(«,¿=1,2,3),

by means of which (1.1) is transformed into (1.2). Substituting the

expressions (5.6) in (1.2) and identifying the result with (1.1), we have

that the first of (5.6) becomes

(5.7)

Then

dXi =
1

Vgu
gu dxl (¿=1,2,3,4).

(dX*y- d*2 = -f- (gaigßi-gugttß) dxadJ    («,¿=1,2,3)
ty44

= Aaßdx"dx/>

must be a positive definite form.   A necessary and sufficient condition is

that the determinant \Aaß\ be positive and that

Aaa>0,       AaaAßß-A2ttß^0       («,¿=1,2,3).

These are readily found to be equivalent to (1.3) and

(5.8)
9ii 9ia

9ia 9aa
<o,

9u 9ia 9iß

ffia g«a 9aß

9iß 9aß9ßß

>0     («,¿ = 1,2,3).

Since the direction of the line  of flow is determined by (2.2) for the

simple root q' of (2.1), the former becomes for the values (5.3)

(5.9) Bij + Q'ffij = 0 (i= 1,2,3,4).

In order that the elementary divisors corresponding to the triple root, q",

be simple, it is necessary and sufficient that (2.2) for q" be satisfied by the

values (1, 0, 0, 0), (0,1,0, 0), (0, 0,1,0) for the covariant components ¿<.

Hence if we write (2.2) in the form

(B} + q"o})¿í = 0,
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the conditions are

(5.10) ¿7 + Í»"0; = 0  (« = 1,2,3; i = 1,2, 3, 4).

Combining these results we have the following theorem:

If the functions g%¡ for a Riemann space of four dimensions satisfy the

conditions gu > 0, (1.3), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), where q' and q" are different

point functions, the space may be interpreted as the space-time continuum

of a perfect fluid, the curves of parameter x* being the world-lines of flow.

When gai = 0 for a = 1, 2, 3, the inequalities (5.8) become the necessary

and sufficient condition that the form gaßdxa dx? for a, ft = 1,2,3 be

negative definite.   Hence as a corollary we have

When the fundamental quadratic form is reducible to the form

(5.11) ds2 = giidxi + gaßdx"dJ («,¿ = 1,2,3)

such that gu is positive and gaß dxa dx? is negative definite and the conditions

(5.12) Ria = 0,     Raß = Xgaß,     Ru^X9ii        («,¿=1,2,3)

where X is a point function, are satisfied, the space may be interpreted as

the space-time continuum of a perfect fluid, the curves of parameter x* being

the world-lines of flow.
6. Geodesic lines of flow.   From (4.7) it follows that a necessary and

sufficient condition that the lines of flow be geodesics is

(6.1) (gv — uiuj)^r = 0,

which condition is satisfied, in particular, when p is constant.

If the coordinates xtt(a = 1, 2, 3) are chosen as in § 5, equations (6.1)

become

o* -^- = 0
9   d¿

(6.2)

•9f4Ä-^-Ä = 0     (« = 1,2,3;*= 1,2,3,4),
dx'      ,944   3 a;4

and from (5.5) we have

(6.3)       {¿}_0   («=1,2,3),        {4}--¿rl*V 9u-
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If we denote by [ij, k] the Christoffel symbols of the first kind, then from

(6.3)

1   dguIAA       Al I      i     I 1       9 #44[44,4]=^j44[ = T1^

which is identically satisfied. Proceeding in like manner with [44, a], where

a = 1, 2, 3, we get

_9_ /   g*a   \ 0     t/-

dxiW-g7J Sx« V gu-

If we replace this by

(6.4) gia= Vgl dxa ' 9u '    ox" '

where the right-hand member of the first equation is not summed for a, it

follows from the second of these equations that the functions <¡p« are of the

form <pa = <p(xx, ..., xl) + Fa(xx, Xi, xs). If now we take q> for a;4,

the linear element assumes the form

(6.5) ds2 = gaß dxa dx^+ 2gai dx" dx4+ dx*2 («,¿=1,2,3)

and the functions g«i are independent of x4.

We consider now the case when p is not constant and the linear element

is in the form (6.5).   From the first three of equations (6.2) we have

(6>6) 1*  = Xgai    {a = h 2> 3)' ~& = *'

and the last of (6.2) is satisfied whatever be I.   From (6.6) we have

Í6J) ñ* - gaiT¿-

Since g cute independent of a;4, when we express the condition of integrability

of any one of the first three of (6.6) and the last, we obtain

(6-8) TZÖ  = 9«4
dx"    ~ *"4 dx* •
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From (6.7) and (6.8) it follows that X is a function of p, say l/f'(p), where

the prime indicates differentiation with respect to p.   Then (6.6) become

(6-9) & = 9«   (« = 1,2,3),        £-1,

and the linear element is reducible to

(6.10) ds3 = g'aß dx"dxß -f (dx4) (a, ft = 1, 2, 3),

where x'   = q>.

Conversely, when the linear element is in this form equations (6.1) are

satisfied by w4 = 1, u" = 0 (a = 1,2, 3), provided that p is a function

of a/4 alone.   From (3.10), (2.1) and (5.12) this means

(6.11) Rii + ^L=f(x'i),
9«ß

for each « and ft taking values 1,2,3 and not summed. Consequently spaces

satisfying (6.11) and the conditions of the last theorem of § 5 with git = 1

are the only space-time continua of a perfect fluid for which the lines of

flow are geodesics other than the spaces for which p is constant.

7. The geometry of paths for a perfect fluid. Geodesic repre-

sentation.   Equations (4.7) can be written

(7.1)

where

(7.2) ri

where ô{ = 1 or 0 according as j and i are the same or not.

Professor Veblen and I have based the geometry of a continuum upon

equations of the type (7.1), calling their integral curves the paths of the space,

and have called the geometry so defined a geometry of paths* Thus (7.2)

defines the functions rJik of a geometry of paths for the space of a perfect

fluid, the world-lines of flow being paths.

* Cf. various papers in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,

vols. 8 and 9; also a paper by Veblen and Thomas in these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923);

and a paper by me in the Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 24 (1923), No. 4.

^-+litt = ° iw.*-»..«■

- W+wfö^+Ä^-T*'**
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If Oy is any symmetric covariant tensor of the second order, we have

shown that

(7.3) ay* = -^ — aurj-k—ajiTik   (i,j, k, I = 1, ..., 4)

are the components of a covariant tensor of the third order; they are generalized

covariant derivatives of a¡j. Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition

that a¡jdxidxJ = const, be a first integral of (7.1) is that

(7.4) avk-\-ajki+a.ku = 0.

From (7.2) and (7.3) we have

(7-5) *» = h [9ik Hi+gjk I? -2^ Ä) •

Since these expressions satisfy (7.4), we have that gv- dxl dxJ = const, is

a first integral of (7.1).   In particular when the constant is zero, we have

In the geometry of paths determined by the function (7.2), the world-lines

of light in a perfect fluid are paths.
If we put

(7-6) gb = <?rgii,

where q> is any point function, then

(7.7) g'ii=e-WgiJ.

Along any curve we have

(7.8) ds'2 = g'a dxi dxJ = e^ ds*

and (7.1) becomes
dV        ,j doé   dx*  _

(7,9) H^^ "ä7"-0'

where

aw ,a-ii+¿(«J5-+«ig).

If < :, > denote the Christoflei symbols of the second kind fonned with

respect to (7.8), we have
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Hence from (7.2), (7.10) and (7.11) we have

(7.12)

^ 2a \ * dx* ^   k dx*        my   dx1)

If we make the customary assumption that c and p are functionally related,

then a point function <p is defined by

Í7 1S1 d(f>    —    1      3P (1 — 1 i\(7.1a) -r-j — —• — y (/ — 1, . . ., 4).
dx1 ff   dx1

When this function is used in (7.6), the equations (7.9) are those of the

geodesics of the space with the quadratic form (7.8), as follows from (7.12).

Thus we may say either that the paths, and in particular the world-lines

of flow, of the given space can be represented by the geodesics in the

Riemann space with the quadratic form (7.8), or that by changing the

gauge in the given space the paths are geodesics of the space. As a con-

sequence of this result, (6.5), and (7.6) we have the theorem

When the curves of parameter x* are tlie tvorld-lines of flow of a perfect

fluid, the fundamental quadratic form is reducible to

(7.14)     ds2 = e^idx*3 + gia dx* dx? + gaß dx« daß)      («, ft == 1, 2, 3),

where gi(S are independent of x4, and <f> is given by (7.13).

Thus in particular for a fluid of constant density, that is, a = p-\-a,

when the curves of parameter a;4 are the lines of flow, we have #44 = cl(p -\- a)8,

where a and c are constants.

8. The Einstein and de Sitter cosmological solutions. Consider

a space whose linear element is of the form

(8.1) ds2 = — e^dr2 — r2 {d62 + sm26 dy>2)-\-é1 d?,

where X and v   are real functions of r alone;   such a space is radially

symmetric and static, since t is the coordinate of time.
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In this case we have*

B2t = <H[l + yr(,>'-A')]-l,

B$s = B22 sin 6,

*.. = -/-<(j,"-+v+j/^),

Bij = O

The roots of (2.1) are

(8.3) Qx = Bxx e~x, <?2 = — e~v Bu

and

(8.4) ç" = j2B22 = l(e-^_l) + j-e-ltf-X'),

q" being a double root. Since one of the roots must be a triple root, we

must have either Qx = q" or q2 = q". If the latter condition were satisfied,

then Qx = q', and since Bü + Qigu 4 0 (i = 2, 3, 4), we must have ?¿¿= 0

(¿ = 2,3,4) which is inconsistent with (5.3).    Accordingly we must have

(8.5) Qx = q", q2 = q'.

From (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4) the first of (8.5) gives

(8-6)      \v»-\x'S+\v"--^(X+S) + ±i(¿-l) = 0.

We inquire under what conditions

<>'=«, Q"=b (a±b),

where a and b are constants.   From (8.4) we have

(8.7) e~x(v'— X') = 2rb + — (1 — e~x),

217

(*"#./)•

* Cf. Eddington, The Mathematical Theory of Relativity, pp. 84, 94.
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and from (8.2), (8.3) and (8.5)

(8.8)

1 // 1    1/    f   I      1      /2 X l
-^-v" — — Xv-{---v-= eÁb,
2 A A r

1     n 1    v   / i     1     /2   ,    v' ;

Subtracting these equations we get e ^(»/-fA') = r(a — b). From this

and (8.7) we obtain

(8.9) g-V= y(iï4-6) + ^(l-e-'!),

(8.10) e-^'= -^-(a-3 6) —— (1 —e^).

Substituting from these equations in the first of (8.8), we get r(a-\-b)

+ 2(1 — e~x)lr = 0. From (8.9) it follows that v is a constant and from (8.10)

that a = 0. Hence e~k = l + rl6/2. From (3.10) we have that the

density a—p is equal to —3bl2k. Hence b must be negative.  If we put

R

the form (8.1) becomes

b = —-&,,      r = .Rsinx,

(8.11) ds* = — R*[dxs +sin* x(d8* +sin* Od<p*)] + dt*,

which is Einstein's cosmological solution; moreover, a = —2p = 2/(kRs).

Hence

TFÄen a space-time continuum of a perfect fluid admits a linear element

of the form (8.1) and both roots are constant, it is Einstein's cosmological space.

When a and b are equal, the principal directions are indeterminate and

thus the space cannot be identified with the continuum of a perfect fluid.

The solution of the above equations for this case is

(8.12) íH = e-= 1 + -^*- + -,
o        r

where c is a constant. When a = 0, we have the Schwarzschild solution

for empty space, and when c = 0, de Sitter's cosmological solution.*   More-

* Cf. Kottier, Annalen der Physik, vol. 56 (1918), p. 443.
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over, the expressions (8.12) give the most general homogeneous space whose

linear element is reducible to (8.1).

9. Radially symmetric space-time continua of a static perfect

fluid for which the spaces are of constant Riemann curvature.

It is readily shown that when ex in (8.1) is given by

]              «i*2(9.1) e~x = 1-¡~

the spaces t = const, are of constant Riemann curvature, which is positive,

zero or negative, according as the constant « is positive, zero or negative;

and this is the most general form of er for t = const, to be of this character.

In this case equation (8.6) reduces to

(9-2) *''+i*'2--r^ = 0'

T—r)

and from (8.4), (8.2) and (8.3) we have

™     '-¿Mr)-*
and

„4)       ^|(l_-w,+i,*+^i^.
V 2    '

When v' = 0, we have the case treated in § 8.

If v' =|= 0 and a ^ 0, the general integral of (9.2) is

4M(9.5) c2

where b and c are arbitrary constants.  Then from (9.3) and (9.4) we have

3b
a V>-f    „   « «Vt-^+*
2 *}(i-a£+c     (       2  i\i-*£+c

16
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and in consequence of (3.10)

3b]fi~^¡
a c a 1 2

P
k      \f        ar* 2/c       lA        ar*

From these expressions it follows that <s — p is equal to 3a/2k, and as

this cannot be negative, a must be positive. It is readily seen that (9.5)

gives Schwarzschild's solution for the gravitational field of a sphere of

Var1
1-—, we obtain the

form of this solution given by Eddington.t

We consider finally the case a = 0.  The general integral of (9.2) is

(9.6) e"= ¿(r*+bf,

where b and c are arbitrary constants.  Then from (9.3) and (9.4) we have

„' =-      6 „" -        2
Q ' '  r*-r-b' Q      '  *•*+& '

and in consequence of (3.10)

4
a = p —

If b is a positive constant, we have a distribution of matter throughout

euclidean space without any point of singularity such that p vanishes at

infinity and a—p is zero everywhere, meaning a uniform distribution of

a finite amount of matter throughout the space4

♦Sitzungsberichte  der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,  1916,

p. 424.
t Loc. cit., p. 169.
í Compare these results with the remark at the close of § 7.

Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.


